INTRODUCTION

- The Chicago Manual of Style allows for two different types of reference styles:
  - Footnotes-Bibliography Style (refer to the Chicago 15th A Style "How-to" guide), and the
  - Author-Date System (the subject of this guide).

- The Author-Date system consists of two elements:
  - Brief citations in the text of your paper, enclosed in brackets
  - A list of sources cited (reference list) at the end of the paper

- Punctuation marks and spaces within the bibliographic citation are very important. Follow the punctuation and spacing exactly as given in the examples.

- For documents and situations not listed here, see chapters 16 and 17 of the 15th edition of the Chicago Manual of Style. It is available online via the UQ Library catalogue.

WHAT DOES IT LOOK LIKE?

The citations in the paper look like this:

The recent literature has surprisingly little to say about collection development, but at least one study maintains "that the importance of research library collections only continues to increase" (Mullins, Allen, and Hufford 2007). Phipps (2005) however is less certain: "will we continue to 'build' collections? Oh, I know, there will always be books. And for at least five more years the dominant form will be print. Then what?" Some academic library managers have forecast a more extreme scenario where "libraries may be replaced altogether by a single net collection operated by government or other institution" (Feret and Marcinek 2005). This latter scenario may not be far-fetched: in Germany the federal government has already negotiated nation-wide licences for databases from Emerald and Springer.
These citations correspond to the **full references** in the reference list at the end of the paper:

**References:**


### CITATIONS IN THE TEXT OF YOUR PAPER

- The citation in the text consists of the **author's last name**, followed by the **year of publication**. Enclose the citation in **round brackets**, e.g.

  The role of Disraeli in this affair was crucial (Thomson 1991).

- The citation in the text must **agree exactly** with the name and year given in the reference list.

- Citations are usually **placed just before a mark of punctuation**, such as a comma or full stop.

- If the **author's name appears in the text**, it is not repeated in the citation, e.g.

  Thomson (1991) has argued that the role of Disraeli in this affair was crucial.

- If you are citing two or more works with the **same author and same year of publication**, add letters a, b, c, etc. after the year of publication to distinguish the different works, e.g. (Brown 1994a) … (Brown 1994b). The same letters must be used in the list of references at the end of the paper.

- If there are **two or three authors**, list all names, e.g. (Johnson and Liu 2001) … (Harris, Peterson, and Smith 2003).

- If there are **more than three authors**, list only the first author, followed by et al., e.g. (Jones et al. 1997).

- If you are citing **more than one reference at the same point** in your document, separate the references with a semicolon, e.g. (Mortimer 1987; Smith 1995). However if the references are by the same author(s), do not repeat the names: just give the years, separated by a comma, e.g. (Mortimer 1987, 1992).

- If **no author** is given, the title should be used instead, e.g. (Burden of anonymity 1950).

- If you wish to cite a **specific page** for a reference, add the page number after the year in the citation, e.g. (Thomson 1991, 57).

- If **no year of publication** is given, use the abbreviation "n.d.", for "no date", e.g. (Smith n.d.)
For classic works that have been frequently reprinted, you may wish to include the original year of publication as well as the year of the reprint, e.g. (Darwin 1859/1975)

**REFERENCE LIST AT THE END OF YOUR PAPER**

- Your reference list should identify references cited (e.g. book, journal article, web site, video) in sufficient detail so that others may locate and consult your references.
- Your reference list should appear at the end of your paper with the entries listed alphabetically by author, followed immediately by the year of publication.
- If the reference does not have an author, start with the title, followed by the year of publication.
- Each reference should be formatted with a hanging indent, i.e. indent the second and following lines.
- Capitalise only the first word of the title and subtitle, plus names of people, places, days of the week, etc.
- Authors’ names should be listed with initials only rather than full forenames.
- The name of the first author will be inverted to list the family name first. If there are additional authors, their names are not inverted.
- List the names of all authors. Do not use et al. in the reference list unless there are more than ten authors. If there are more than ten authors, list only the first seven, followed by "et al."
- If there is more than one work by the same author(s) published in the same year, use the letters a, b, c, etc. after the year, e.g.
  
  Smith, J. W. 1993b. Further comments on sick-building syndrome …

  Remember that the citation in the text must match the reference in the bibliography, so the citations to the above references would read (Smith 1993a) … (Smith 1993b).
- If the author or editor is unknown, the title is used as the first element of the reference. If the title begins with an article (e.g. A, An, The), ignore the article when inserting the reference into the alphabetical sequence.
- If there is no personal author or editor, a corporate body responsible for the work can be cited as the author.
Book

- If no author is named, a book can be listed under the name of the **editor, compiler or translator**. Follow the name(s) by the relevant abbreviation: ed., eds., comp., comps., trans.

- The **title** is given in italics.

- Standard abbreviations are used to record the **edition**, e.g. 3rd ed., Rev. ed.

- The **series title** may be included, if considered important. Numbered series are usually more significant than unnumbered series. It is not italicised.

- The **place of publication** and **publisher** are separated by a colon and a space.

- For a book published **electronically**, include the URL. If you wish to give the date accessed, place it in parentheses at the end of the citation.

**Examples:**


Journal Article

- The **article title** is not italicised.
- The **title of the journal** is italicised.
- Record the **volume number**. Do not insert a comma after the journal title. The **issue number** is optional if the page numbering is continuous throughout all issues of the volume.
- If there is **no volume number**, use the issue number, preceded by a comma and the abbreviation "no."
- Record the **complete inclusive page numbers** of the article. If you wish, you can add a specific page number to the citation in the text, e.g. (Jones 2003, 287).
- Insert a **space between the colon and the page numbers** only if the colon is preceded by a bracket.
- A citation to a **book review** normally has the text "Review of …"
- When citing an **electronic journal article**, give the URL. If you wish to include the access date, place it in parentheses at the end of the citation.
- Articles in **magazines** are cited by date, followed by a comma and the page numbers.

**Examples:**

**Chapter or Article from a Book**

- The **title of the chapter or article** is not italicised, but the **title of the book** is italicised.
- For an **article from an edited collection** of articles, include the **editor(s) name(s)**.
- The **page numbers** are inserted before the publishing details.
- For a **single chapter from an authored book**, a chapter number may be given instead of page numbers.

**Examples:**


**Newspaper Article**

- **Unsigned articles** can be cited very briefly in the text of the document. These references will not appear in the bibliography at the end of the document, e.g.

  An editorial in the *Courier Mail* (September 11, 2006) criticised the government …

- **Signed, feature articles** should be cited in the text like journal articles and they should appear in the list of references.

- The **name of the newspaper** is italicised. The **city** where the newspaper is published should be given in parentheses, unless this is obvious from the name of the newspaper.

- Give the **date** on which the article was published.

- The Chicago Style does not require **page numbers** for newspaper articles. However the **section name** should be given if appropriate.

**Examples:**


**Thesis**

**Example:**

**Audiovisual Material**

- As far as possible, cite audiovisual material in the same way as you would cite a book. Include details of the **format** of the material, e.g. video, DVD, CD-ROM, audiocassette, compact disc.

**Examples:**


**Web Pages**

- When citing web sites, include as much of the following data as can be determined: **author of the content**, **title of the web page**, **title or owner of the site**, **URL**.

- If there is no author as such, the **owner of the site** may be cited as the author.

- The **title of the web page** is not italicised. If there is a **separate title for the web site**, it should be italicised.

- Websites often have **no date of publication**. In such cases, use the abbreviation "n.d." (for "no date") instead of the year.

- The *Chicago Manual of Style* advises that "access dates in online source citations are of limited value." If you wish to include the access date, place it in parentheses at the end of the citation.

**Examples:**


**If you require further information, refer to:**


Ask at the *Information Desk* in any Branch Library